
【 Coffee Dripper – Portable & No Need to Clean 】 

 

Looking for Lighter Pour-Over Tools?  

#Worldfirst Easy-Carry Coffee Dripper Set  

with Unique Appearance, Simplicity, and Portability  

 

Multi-patented”Nel V60 Easy Dripper”is designed to fix problems as: 

Large size & heavy weight 

Fragile glass or ceramics  

Not easy to clean outdoors  

Too many devices to carry  

 

After launching Exquisite Pour-Over tool set “Life” in 2019, RACCEA re-builds #portable 

#Noneedtoclean #Simplest coffee dripper, wishing to bring you a wonderful life with handy tools.  

 

Uncommon mold of fine quality and unique appearance 

Works well with all V60 paper filters and perfectly fits without any flips  

Ribless side walls protect coffee extraction from dripper effect 

Smart design for no more grounds cleaning  

Tiny size: 1.2cm height (folded), fits in your pocket  

Light weight: 62g only, easy to carry  

 

 

Nel V60 Easy Dripper｜Easy to Carry 

Sharing Pour-Over Coffee anytime, anywhere!  

 

 

Easy-Carry without too much weight!  

1. 62g only, lighter than an egg 

2. 1.2cm only, crazy thin as Iphone8 

3. Modern felt bag, easy pack & carry 

 

Nel V60 Easy Dripper Lighter Design for a Better Life!  

 

Nel V60 Easy Dripper｜No Need to Clean 

Enjoy a cup of coffee without grounds cleaning 

 

No more problems with coffee grounds! 



1. Dual circle clips 

2. Unfasten the clip to drop paper filter 

3. Cleaned up in just one snap 

 

“Nel V60 Easy Dripper”Smarter Design for Simple & Clean 

 

#Startfromapaperfilter “Nel V60 Easy Dripper” 

  

After one year of study, here we are!  

Specifically for pour-over lovers 

with specific designs in every detail 

 

Specific designs for paper filter seam 

1. Seam slot: Place the seam in the slot at ease, keep V60 paper filter perfect 60 degree. 

2. Metal clip: Tight clips avoid paper filter drops or flips 

 

RACCEA aims at #coffeeintolife by removing obstacles from practices and variables for you to have the 

simplest #freeandeasy use with“Nel V60 Easy Dripper”.  

 

Ultra Flexible Coffee Dripper You Have Never Seen 

 

 

RACCEA, a brand born for coffee, commits to build smart tools. 

After 2019 highly praised Exquisite Pour-Over Tool Set “Life” , RACCEA keeps working to make 

coffee-brewing easier and simpler!  

 

After one-year study and focus improvement on the“Dripper”, this year comes ultra easy & handy“Nel 

V60 Easy Dripper”. 

 

The Meaning of the Name:  

“Nel” molded after Japanese flannel filter-ネルドリップ. 

“V60” paper filter of 60 degree avoids flavor & health concerns from cloth filter.  

“Easy Dripper” easy to install, brew, clean and carry.  

9 Key Features 

Boutique Design｜Uncommon mold of fine quality  

Seam Slot｜Best use the seam of the paper filter  



Easy Use｜Works well with all V60 paper filters and perfectly fits without any flips  

Zero exposed area｜Ribless side walls protect coffee extraction from dripper effect 

No Need to Clean｜Cleaned up in just one snap  

Tiny size｜1.2cm height, fits in your pocket  

Light weight｜63g only, easy to carry 

Flexibility｜Exclusive stand works well with various containers 

Easy Carry｜Modern felt bag, easy pack & carry 

 

 

Unlike regular cup shape, the idea of V60 Easy Dripper comes from goldfish scoop in night market, making 

it a patented design of fine quality with complex details.  

 

 

Pour-over helps move forward to a better life. With a set of unique tools, you can savor a cup of coffee alone 

or share with your friends.  

 

 

Starting from a paper filter, best uses the seam of V60 paper filter to keep it 60 degree. 

 

Seam slot: Place the seam in the slot at ease, keep V60 paper filter perfect 60 degree. 

Metal clip: Tight clips avoid paper filter drops or flips. 

Flex hinge: Integrated body needs no more installation. 

 

Throughout the brewing process, ribless side walls prevent temperature changes from dripper materials 

or flow changes from dripper structures.  

1. Zero material-exposure prevents temperature changes from different dripper materials like plastic, 

silica gel, glass, ceramic or metal. 

2. Zero structure-exposure prevents flow changes from different dripper shapes or structures. 

3. Keeping V60 paper filters perfect 60 degree while getting the strength of the nel drip. 

4. Full open filters give plenty space for CO2 escaping so to create utmost bloom. 

 

Eliminating all risk factors from dripper helps to control the flavor with coffee grind size and water 

temperature only.  

 

 

 

Unfasten the clip to drop paper filter, cleaned up in just one snap.  

No more problems with coffee grounds, bringing you a simpler & cleaner life. 

 

“Nel V60 Easy Dripper”is easy to carry without too much weight!  

Weigh 63g, lighter than an egg & 1.2cm height, crazy thin as Iphone8. 



 

 

Foldable grip of Integrated body makes dripper minimized to carry and fit in your pocket.  

 

 

“Nel V60 Easy Dripper” Exclusive kit: Felt carry bag 

 

Easy carry modern accessory of nice-touching texture in only L16 x W12.5 x H2.5cm.  

 

“Nel V60 Easy Dripper” Exclusive kit: Dripper stand 

 

Works well with various coffee cups, pots/nel drip/narrow-necked thermos/mugs/steel cups, etc. 

 

 

“Nel V60 Easy Dripper” Premium edition includes dripper, stand, and centigram all in one pour-over box 

for your easy carry.  

 

Ultra Tiny & Easy Carry 

 

Stand 
Tighten manual adjustment screws at the bottom so you can fix the stand and brew your coffee at ease. 

Easy open & store with retractable structure. Using linkage design so to lift the stand while slide the scale. 

 

Digital Scale 
Zero out by surface sliding. Automatically switches to power saving mode after one-minute standby and 

restart in only one touch. Smarter use by dual-color interface displaying time and weight distinctly. 

 

Leather carry bag  

Making coffee free & easy, whatever the weather. With leather bag, drip kettle will be the only thing to affect 

coffee extraction. 

 

The Design first comes from…  

Engaging in coffee-making for more than 30 years, the designer believes it should be a joy in everyday life. 

Therefore, the designer aims at“coffee into life”, keeps working on designing a set of tools that is easy to 

use and can help you share a cup of coffee with friends anytime, anywhere.  

Easy Dripper saves you the trouble from too many devices to carry and too many variables to worry, 

helping you make coffee free and easy. 

 

Thank You for Supporting Us- Taiwanese Design. 


